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Abstract
We reformulate and generalize the functorial model of Meseguer s conditional full
rewriting logic by using inserter a weighted limit in categories Indeed categories
are categories enriched in Cat Therefore this method also can be extended to
sesquicategories and other enriched categories with which we can model various
aspects of rewritings and strategies
  Introduction
J  Meseguer introduced his conditional rewriting logic in  and gave
a functorial semantics for it in  and a algebraic theory semantics in
  But his treatments of conditionals are not fully categorical because he
essentially uses subequalizers  As Lambek pointed out in his original paper
 a subequalizer is not a categorical limit in the sense that this does not
require the dimensional universality 
In category or enriched category	 theory the weighted limit was pro
posed as the more suitable notion than that of limit 
  Our rst approach
is to use a weighted limit in categories inserter instead of subequalizer 
By using inserters we dene categorical models of Meseguers conditional
rewriting logic  In category Cat this limit coincides with subequalizer be
cause of the completeness of Cat for weighted limits 
  In this case our
model is the same that Meseguer dened in   In other words Meseguers
functorial model is a nontrivial instance of our categorical models 
The weighted limit was originally dened in enriched categories and a
category is a category enriched in Cat that is a Catcategory  Our for
mulation has one advantage in that Cat can be replaced with other suitable
monoidal categories  So we replace Cat with Cat
 
and construct a model of
 
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the conditional at rewriting logic inCat
 
categories a model of unconditional
logic in the Cat
 
category Cat
 
is described in 	 
Next from the previous two experiences we propose to model rewrit
ing with variaous enriched categories  which are called enriched	 categori
cal rewriting models  As leading examples we provide three monoidal cat
egories SGray Gray and Gray
op
 and consider enrichment in them  All
these monoidal categories are the category of categories  Cat with vari
ous monoidal structures  Roughly speaking a SGraycategorical model is
a sesquicategorical models with concurrency presented by cells in hom
categories Gray and Gray
op
categorical models can be considered as repre
senting innerrst and outerrst rewriting strategies 
This paper is constituted as follows  In section  we discuss our model
of Meseguers rewriting logic  this is based on categories and inserters  In
section  as preliminaries of following sections we briey introduce enriched
categories and related denitions  The content of previous section can be
stated with the terms of enriched category theory because a category is
an category enriched in Cat  In section  we introduce sesquicategories
i e  Cat
 
categories and apply the previous method to sesquicategories con
structing the models of nonoverlapping conditional rewritings  In section  we
propose Vcategorical rewriting models and pick up three examples  Finally
in section  we state conclusions and some further directions 
This paper contains various concepts of category theory  Their mathe
matics is not so hard but sometimes long  Following the workshop comittees
advice we state only essential denitions and ideas many proofs are omitted 
 Models of conditional full rewriting logic
  weighted limit in  categories
Here we assume the ordinary category theory and basic notions about 
category  In this section we dene the notion of the weighted limit in 
categories  The standerd references to categories and their weighted limits
are  and   But note that this is are a special case of the general denition
in enriched categories see section 	 
Denition   weighted limit in categories	  Let B be a category G a
small category  Given two functors F  G   Cat weight	 and G  G   B
diagram	 we can construct a functor G CatF B  G		 sending B to
G CatF BB G		  If this functor has a representation
BB  fF Gg	


G CatF BB G		 	
with unit
  F   BfF Gg  G	 
the pair fF Gg  	 or simply an object fF Gg in B is called a F weighted
limit of G   
If F is a functor to  the terminal object of Cat	 then we can obtain

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ordinary limits  These limits are called conical limit in the context of
weighted limits 
The onedimensional aspect of the representation
B
 
B  fF Gg	


G Cat
 
F BB G		 	
does not in general suce to exhibit fF Gg  	 as the limit for example
sections  
 and   of 
	  It does howerer suce to determine fF Gg  	
uniquely within isomorphism since the Setvalued functor on the right of 	
is also represented by fF Gg  	  From this we can see that the subequaliser
coincides with an weighted limit inserter	 in the category Cat 
Denition    Let G be
 
 
 
and the images of G by F and G respectively
 
 
  


 
 
B C
f
g
Then we call the weighted limit made of these data the inserter of f and g
and denote fF Gg as Insf  g	   
Resolving by the denition the inserter is the following diagram






H
H
H
H
H
Hj
H
H
H
H
H
Hj






Insf  g	
B
B
C 
p
p
f
g
which satises universality conditions  That is the inserter of f and g is
presented by the triple Insf  g	  p  	 
Proposition   the subequalizer coincides with an inserter in Cat
Proof Straightforward from the completeness of Cat as a ordinary category 
For the general case see Remark     
   Meseguers conditional full rewriting logic
A labelled rewrite theory R    E  L R	 consists of an algebra A    E	
a set of labels L and a set of rewrite rules R which is R  L T
 E
X	

	

 a
set of pairs consisting of an unique label and a nonempty sequence of sequents
that are pairs of Eequivalence classes of term on a countable innite set
of variables X  A sequent t  t
 
	 is denoted in t  t
 
 and A rewrite rule
r  t  t
 
	  u

  v

	       u
k
  v
k
		 is written as
r  t  t
 
 if u

  v

      u
k
  v
k


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u

  v

      u
k
  v
k
 is called the condition of this rule 
A conditional full rewriting logic is an inference system of sequents depend
ing on a rewrite theory  We show its inference rules as follows at the same
time we present the construction of proof terms   t  t
 
 
i	 Reexivity For each t  T
 E
X	
t  t  t

ii	 Congruence For each f  
n



 t

  t
 

    
n
 t
n
  t
 
n

f

       
n
	  ft

       t
n
	  ft
 

       t
 
n
	

iii	 Full Replacement For each rewrite rule
r  tx
n
	  t
 
x
n
	 if u

x
n
	  v

x
n
	      u
k
x
n
	  v
k
x
n
	
in R


 w

  w
 

    
n
 w
n
  w
 
n



 u

wx	  v

wx	    
k
 u
k
wx	  v
k
wx	
r
n
  
k
	  twx	  t
 
w
 
x	

iv	 Transitivity For arbitrary t

  t

  t

  T
 E
X	
  t

  t

   t

  t


 	   t

  t



Given a rewrite theory R we say that R entails a sequent t   t
 
 and
write
R 
 t  t
 

i t  t
 
 is obtained by nite application of the above rules 
  Rmodel
In this section we dene the Rmodel as a model of conditional rewriting
logic  This is a similar concept to models of algebraic theories or sketches in
the category case  Here we adopt a relatively elementary setting 
Denition   Given a rewriting logic R    E  R  L	 a Rmodel M is
a pair of a categry C and an interpretation 	
M
satisfying the following
conditions
i	 C has products that is conical limits on any nite discrete category
G and products in base category are products  In paticular there is
initial object  the limit on the empty category 
ii	 The base category has a   E	algebra structure  That is assigning to a
sort a xed object an arrow an operation and dening the composition
of operations as that of arrows the diagrams corresponding to equations
in A    E	 commute this interpretation is denoted as 	
M
	  For an
equivalence class t of a term t this interpretation is dened as follows
a	 To each sort assign an object S 

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b	 To each operation symbol f  
n
 assign an arrow f
M
 S
n
  S in
C where S
n
is the n product of S 
c	 Fix a canonical order in the countable set of variables  When the
variables occurring in the term t is included in a nite sequence
of variables   x

       x
k
	 in this canonical order dene t

M
induc
tively
t is an variable x
i
  i  k	
x
i

M
 	
i
 S
k
  S 
where 	
i
is the iprojection of the product S
k
 
t  ft

       t
n
	
t

M
 f
M
	 ht
i

M
       t
n

M
i  S
k
  S 
where ht
i

M
       t
n

M
i is the product of arrows that is an arrow
detemined by universality of the product 
Here for an equation t  t
 
in E letting  be the sequence of variables
occuring in both sides t

M
 t
 

M
 
Hereafter if  is the minimum sequence determined by the context we
omit  and write t

M
as t
M
 
iii	 For each rewrite rule
r  t  t
 
 if u

  v

      u
k
  v
k

in R let arrows determined from u
i
M
  v
i
M
by the universality of 
product be
u
M
 hu

M
       u
k
M
i
v
M
 hv

M
       v
k
M
i 
then there is an inserter Insu
M
  v
M
	  p
M
  
M
	 of u
M
  v
M
 and so is a
cell
r
M
 t
M
	 p
M
 t
 
M
	 p
M

 
Denition   A Rmodel M satises t   t
 
 i there is an cell t
M

t
 
M
  We denote this satisfaction relation as
M j t  t
 

When every Rmodels satisfy t   t
 
 we write
R j t  t
 

 
 	 Soundness and completeness
Theorem   Soundness For a rewriting theory R

R 
 t  t
 

implies
R j t  t
 


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ProofOutline	 Essentially parallel to the proof in   For every Rmodel
we have to show that for each proof term
  t  t
 

there is an cell

M
 t
M
 t
 
M
 
By induction on the depth of proof terms we can dene 
M
only with con
structions allowed in Rmodels  The rest is to show the coincidence of dom
v
and cod
v
of 
M
with the interpretations of t and t
 
 given in Rmodels this
is easily implied from the constructions of them   
For completeness we need to show that the term model T
R
X	 dened in
 is an Rmodel 
Proposition  
 T
R
X	 is a Rsystem
Proof cf     
Proposition   A Rsystem is a Rmodel in Cat Especially T
R
X	 is also
an Rmodel in Cat
Proof We put a categoryCat on C in the denition ofRmodels then show
that Rsystems satisfy the conditions  of that denition  The condition 
is satised because Cat is complete for weighted limits  The condition  is
evident by substituting S in S  For the condition  we can use the subqualizer
triple as an inserter by Proposition     
Theorem   Completeness For a rewrite theory R

R j t  t
 

implies
R 
 t  t
 

Proof From R j t  t
 
 and the previous proposition we can obtain
T
R
fx

       x
n
g	 j tx

       x
n
	  t
 
x

       x
n
	
and there is a natural transformation
  tx

       x
n
	  t
 
x

       x
n
	 
T
R
fx

       x
n
g	
n
  T
R
fx

       x
n
g	
which is a cell in Cat  The component of this natural transformation at an
object x

    x
n
 is
x

       x
n
	  tx

       x
n
	  t
 
x

       x
n
	
which is an equivalence class of proof term that is an arrow in T
R
fx

       x
n
g	 
Therefore the sequent tx

       x
n
	  t
 
x

       x
n
	 is provable in R   
 Enriched category and weighted limit
In the previous section our arguement has proceeded within the category
theory  But indeed weighted limits are dened in the larger framework of

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enriched category theory  As a preparation for the following sections we
present the general denitions of enriched category and weighted limit in it 
The contents of this section are all extracted from 
 or   Because of the
limit of space we omit pictorial diagrams and detailed proofs  Please consult
with these references to them 
Denition  monoidal category	 Amonoidal category V  V   I  a  l  r	
consists of the following data
i	 underlying category	 a category V
ii	 monoidal product	 a bifunctor   V  V   V
iii	 unit	 an object I in V
iv	 associativity law	 a natural isomorphism a whose components are a
X Y Z

X  Y 	 Z   X  Y  Z	 for each triple of objects X  Y  Z in V
v	 left unit law	 a natural isomorphism l whose components are l
X
 I 
X   X for each objects X in V
vi	 right unit law	 a natural isomorphism r whose components are r
X

X  I   X for each objects X in V
satisfying two coherence axioms
a
W X YZ
	 a
WX Y Z
  a
X Y Z
	 a
W XY Z
	 a
W X Y
 
 l
Y
	 a
X I Y
 r
X
 
Denition   The monoidal category V is said to be symmetric if it has
a natural isomorphism c whose components are s
X Y
 X  Y   Y  X
satisfying the coherence axioms
 s
X Z
	 a
Y X Z
	 x
X Y
   a
Y Z X
	 s
X YZ
	 a
X Y Z
l
X
	 s
X I
 r
X
s
Y X
	 s
X Y
 id
XY
Denition  The monoidal category V is said to be closed if each functor
 Y  V   V has a right adjoint Y   When both Y and X  have
right adjoints Y 
r
and X 
l
respectively V is said to be biclosed  If V is
symmetric and closed then it is biclosed and Y   Y 
r
 X 
l
 
Denition  Vcategory	 Let V be a monoidal category  A Vcategory A
consists of the following data
i	 objects	 a class ObA
ii	 homobjects	 an object AA B	 in V for each pair A B  ObA
iii	 composition law	 an arrow c
A B C
 AB C	AA B	  AA C	 in V
for each triple A B C  ObA
iv	 identity element	 an arrow j
A
 I   AA A	 in V for each object A 
ObA
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satisfying the associativity axiom and the unit axiom
c
A C D
	 c
A B C
   c
A B D
	  c
B C D
	 a
AA B AB C AC D
l
AA B
 c
A A B
	 j
A
 
r
AA B
 c
A B B
	  j
A
Example  Every locally small category is an Catcategory 
Denition  Vfunctor	 Given Vcategories A B a Vfunctor F  A   B
consists in giving
i	 an object F A	 in ObB for every object A  ObA
ii	 an arrow F
AB
 AA B	  BF A	  F B		 in V for each pair A B  ObA
satisfying the composition axiom and the unit axiom
F
A C
	 c
A B C
 c
FA FB FC
	 F
A B
 F
B C
F
A A
	 j
A
 j
FA
Denition 
 Vnatural transformation	 LetA B be Vcategories and F G 
A   B Vfunctors  A Vnatural transformation   F  G consists in giving
an arrow 
A
 I   BF A	  GA		 in V for every object A  ObA satisfying
the Vnatural condition
c
FA FB GB
	 F
A B
 
B
	 r

AA B
 c
FA GA GB
	 
A
 F
A B
	 l

AA B
Henceforth we suppose V is symmetric monoidal closed category whose
underlying ordinary category V is locally small and complete in the sense
that it admits all small limits 
Denition  weighted limit in Vcategory	  Let B be a Vcategory G
a Vcategory  Given two Vfunctors F  G   V weight	 and G  G   B
diagram	 we can construct a Vfunctor G VF B  G		 sending B to
G VF BB G		  If this Vfunctor has a representation
BB  fF Gg	


G VF BB G		 	
with unit
  F   BfF Gg  G	 
the pair fF Gg  	 or simply an object fF Gg in B is called a F weighted
limit of G 
Remark  Applying VI 	  V   Set to 	 we have a bijection of sets
B
 
B  fF Gg	


G V
 
F BB G		 	
In general this condition for fF Gg  	 is strictly weaker than 	 and does
not suce to make fF Gg  	 the limit  However it suces to detect fF Gg  	
as limit if the existance of the limit is known 
 
The weighted limit fF Gg is small when the weight F  G   V is small
that is G is small  We say the Vcategory B to be complete if it admits all
small weighted limits

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Proposition  Suppose V is a symmetric monoidal closed category such
that V is locally small and also complete Then Vcategory V is complete
Proof See 
 p 
   
Example  The Catcategory Cat is complete 
 Models of conditional at rewriting logic
	 Cat
 
and sesquicategory
The category Cat has one symmetric monoidal closed structure that is the
Cartesian closed structure  However it is not so well known that Cat has
another symmetric monoidal closed structure as follows

Let C and D be small categories  The monoidal product C  D is dened
to be the category such that
 an object is a pair X  Y 	  ObC  ObD
 an arrow from X  Y 	 to X
 
  Y
 
	 is a nite sequence of nonidentity arrows
of C or D with one sequence of alternate arrows forming a directed path
in C and the other forming a directed path in D
 an identity is the empty sequence
 Composition is given by concatenation and cancellation by the composi
tion of C or D 

A exponential object C D is a category whose objects are functors from C
to D and for each functor F G  C   D whose arrows from F to G are
maps which assign to each object X  ObC an arrow from F X	 to GX	
these maps are called unnatural transformations  Roughly speaking this
is a natural transformation without naturality 
This monoidal product can be dened by universality a monoidal product
CD is the most universal categoryA such that L
X
 D   A exists for eachX
in ObC R
Y
 C   A exists for each Y in ObD and they satisfy L
X
Y  R
Y
X 
The unit of this monoidal product is  
Proposition  The category Cat has exactly two symmetric monoidal closed
structures 	 The one is the Cartesian closed structure and another is that
dened above Cat with the above symmetric monoidal closed structure is
denoted as Cat
 
Remark   Note that in Cat
 
 CD is generated so that for each f  X  
X
 
in C and g  Y   Y
 
in D the following diagram
X  Y 	
f  id
Y
	
 
X
 
  Y 	
X  Y
 
	
id
X
  g	

f  id
Y
 
	
 
X
 
  Y
 
	

id
X
 
  g	

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does not commute we see f  id
Y
	 as f  etc 	 however in Cat where the
monoidal product is Cartesian product it does 
Denition  A sesquicategory is a Cat
 
category 
Sesquicategories were used as such a model of unconditional	 term rewrit
ing that respects the length of derivation  and this idea was applied to
at unconditional	 rewriting logic  
As known from Remark   the key feature of the sesquicategorical model
of rewriting is that when arrows   u  u
 
in AA B	 and   v  v
 
in
AB C	 are given we have two arrows from v 	 u to v
 
	 u
 
in AA C	 one
representing  then  and another  then   This means that this model
respects the order of rewriting of nested terms 
To model conditional logics we need such limit that works as inserter
in sesquicategorical models  Indeed we can dene a weighted limit in Cat
 

sesquiinserter analogus to the inserter in a category as follows
Denition  G F G are the same as inserter  If the functor G Cat
 
F B  G		
has a representation
BB  fF Gg	


G Cat
 
F BB G		 	
with unit
  F   BfF Gg  G	
then the pair fF Gg  	 is the sesquiinserter of F and G 
	  Conditional at rewriting logic
A sesquicategory with some sesquiinserters models the conditional at rewrit
ing logic whose inference rules are Reexivity Congruence Transitivity and
Flat Replacement where
Flat Replacement For each rewrite rule
r  tx
n
	  t
 
x
n
	 if u

x
n
	  v

x
n
	      u
k
x
n
	  v
k
x
n
	
in R
w

  w

  w

    w
n
  w
n
  w
n



 u

wx	  v

wx	    
k
 u
k
wx	  v
k
wx	
rw
n
  
k
	  twx	  t
 
wx	

Given a rewrite theory R the entailment of t   t
 
 in the conditional
at rewriting logic is written as
R 

at
t  t
 

	 Cat
 
Rmodel
The denition of Cat
 
Rmodel can be obtained from that of Rmodel by
replacing inserters with sesquiinserters and products with Cat
 
product

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where Cat
 
product is dened as a weighted limit whose diagram is a Cat
 

functor from a discrete category and whose weight is a Cat
 
functor to  the
terminal sesquicategory 
Because of completeness ofCat as an ordinary category allCat
 
categories
are complete  Therefore the Cat
 
Rmodel is dened for arbitrary conditional
R  Proof terms of conditional at rewriting logic make a nontrivial term model
by the same construction as Rmodel 
The satication of t  t
 
 by every Cat
 
Rmodels is written as
R j
Cat
 
t  t
 

Theorem  Soundness and completeness For a rewriting theory R

R 

at
t   t
 

if and only if
R j
Cat
 
t  t
 

Proof Almost parallel to the categorical case and    
 Enriched categorical rewriting models
As Corradini et al  pointed out in  in categorical and sesquicategorical
models of rewriting logics categorical structures represent not only deno
tational semantics but also operational computations  Therefore apart
from symbolic logics we can see those categorical structures itself as com
putational models  But this does not mean that we abandon logic in fact
algebraic theories used in  and  are examples of categorical logic	 
Two models we have dened in previous sections are the special enriched
categories which have some properties  Here we say Vcategorical rewriting
models for similar categorical models of rewriting in Vcategories where V is
the monoidal category of a categorical structure 
As concrete examples we think about models in SGray Gray and
Gray
op
categories  Like Cat and Cat
 
 SGray is a SGraycategory  Also
Gray is aGraycategory andGray
op
is aGray
op
category  So these rewriting
models have nontrivial instances 
SGray has a symmetric monoidal closed structure  therefore for SGray
categories we can dene a inserterlike limit in the same fashion and by which
we can model conditional rewriting in SGraycategories  On the other hand
Gray and Gray
op
are not symmetric but they are biclosed  By the general
results of  we can dene weighted limits in biclosed case but more subtle
treatments are needed 
In this section we mention only the ideas briey and concentrate to ex
plain the role of cells of homobjects homcategories	  Full denitions of
each models will appear in  

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 SGraycategorical rewriting models
SGray Gray and Gray
op
are the category of small categories  Cat with
dierent monoidal structures all these structures are dened in J  Grays
books  under the quite dierent naming convention	 
The monoidal product of SGray called the strong Gray product is such
that if C and D are small categories cells of CD are generated by cells
of C and D and invertible cells called structure  cells	
X  Y 	
f  id
Y
	
 
X
 
  Y 	

X  Y
 
	
id
X
  g	

f  id
Y
 
	
 
X
 
  Y
 
	

id
X
 
  g	
for any f  X   X
 
in C and g  Y   Y
 
in D which subject to appropriate
axioms  Symmetry of this product is obvious 
A exponential object C D is a category whose objects are functors
from C to D for each functor F G  C   D whose arrows  from F to G
are maps which assign to each object X  ObC an arrow 
X
from F X	 to
GX	 such that for any arrow f  X   Y of C the diagram
F X	

X
 
GX	
 
f
F Y 	
F f	


Y
 
GY 	

Gf	
has an invertible cell 
f
of D these maps are called psudenatural trans
formations	 and whose cells are modications here we dont explain them
see  and 	 
By the strong Gray product SGray is made to be a symmetric monoidal
closed category and SGray is a SGraycategory  Comparing with Remark
  a SGraycategory can be regarded as a Cat
 
category with invertible
structure cells in homcategory 
Note that on the one hand if for every objects categories	 their monoidal
products of SGray we unify two parallel arrows which have an invertible 
cell between them and collapsing categories to ordinary categories then we
have the same structure as the monoidal category Cat on the other hand if
for those things of SGray we forget cells and think of only base categories
then we have the same structure as the monoidal category Cat
 
 
This means that as categorical rewriting models a SGraycategorical
model can be seen as a Cat
 
categorical model with the information of con
currency in a Catcategorical model  The information which cells in hom

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category carry is that about concurrency if there is a cell between cells
paths	 these data denote a concurrent computation 
  Gray and Gray
op
categorical rewriting models
The product of Gray called the Gray product is such that if C and D to be
small categories cells of C  D are generated by cells of C and D and
downward structure cells
X  Y 	
f  id
Y
	
 
X
 
  Y 	

X  Y
 
	
id
X
  g	

f  id
Y
 
	
 
X
 
  Y
 
	

id
X
 
  g	
for any f  X   X
 
in C and g  Y   Y
 
in D which subject to appropri
ate axioms  Comparing with Remark   SGray can be regarded as Cat
 
with downward structure cells in homcategory  The product of Gray
op
is similar to that of Gray except that structure cells are opposite 
As a categorical rewriting model we can regard cells of a homcategory
as the preference of rewriting paths in that model  Therefore we can see
that Grayrewriting models represent the innerrst rewriting strategy and
Gray
op
rewriting models represent the outerrst one  In fact if we consider
only the order structure of path then models in a LocOrd
l
category  are
suce to represent the innerrst strategy 
 Conclusion
What I have done is separated into two parts  Firstly we gereralize functorial
semantics and algebraic theory semantics and construct enriched categorical
models for the four rewriting logics  is made in this paper	
Rewriting Logic Functorial Alg  Theory Enriched Cat 
uncond  full   
cond  full 




uncond  at    
cond  at     
 discussed only dimensional universality 	
Especially conditional rewritings can be properly treated using weighted lim
its 
Secondary we have discussed that our models in enriched categories called
Vcategorical rewriting models are useful to model various aspects of rewrit
ings other than the four rewriting logics above  As examples we present the

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three categorical rewriting models and explain what computation they model 
To nish this paper we will list up the authors ongoing approaches  He
hopes that some of them will appear in 
i	 formulation of conditional rewriting logics for SGrayGray andGray
op

categorical rewriting model
ii	 application to rewriting of innitary terms
The author conjectures thatCat andCat
 
categories internal toCPO
present conditional and unconditional	 categorical rewriting models for
innitary term in the similar fashion  For a restricted case it is treated
in  
iii	 modelling more exible concurrency controls and rewriting strategies
By Gray and Gray
op
categories we have modelled innermost and
outermost rewriting strategies  But we want to describe concurrency
controls and strategies more freely  To construct such categorical rewrit
ing models we might need a uniform principle to add V to arbitrary
cells as concurrency information and some form of free construction
iv	 combination with higherdimensional computational model
SGraycategorical rewriting models resemble in Pratts paradigm of
modelling computation with geometry   But its descriptive power
is restricted because it does not have higherorder cells  For example
Our approach cannot express the situation in which pairs of computa
tions f  g	 g  h	 h  f	 can proceed concurrently but the triple f  g  h	
cannot do  To merge both approaches fully we might need a monoidal
products of higherdimensional categorical structures complexes	
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